
The design is made taking into account the placement of one student boys in the 
room.
The overall design of the room is made in a modern style. Used neutral colors. Two 
shades of gray are combined on the walls - light gray paint and gray plaster. The 
floor of the room is covered with wood texture to make the interior cozy.
The main furniture solutions are formed taking into account the IKEA range. 
Ordering position only sofa as a continuation of the window sill in the recreation 
area

In the hallway area there is a furniture design of a kitchen unit and a wardrobe. 
The kitchen is equipped with a low built-in refrigerator, microwave, and a cooktop. 
Since the height of the room allows - the second tier of the upper kitchen cabinets 
is provided as an additional storage place. The main color of the facades is white. 
Open shelves with wood texture and several facades on which you can draw with 
chalk add zest. All these positions are represented in Ikea.

In the living room, there is a working area and a sleeping place above the working 
area (Ikea ready solution), a storage area (Ikeya ready solution with roller blinds) 
and a seating and eating area by the window. The sofa in the seating area is made 
as a continuation of the window sill and is decorated with textiles and pillows.

The bathroom has a shower enclosure on the shower tray. Placed IKEA sink on the 
countertop. Ceramic tile of two darker shades of gray was used to visually increase 
the bathroom space.

Additionally, we recommend developing the following design options:
1. placement of one student girl
2. accommodation of two students of a young man
3. accommodation of two girl students
4. accommodation of two students married couple
5. accommodation of two students married couple with a child

Visualization description of the dorm room
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